
Make IT Simple. 
At A Glance 

Cisco Threat Response 
Security that works together 

Cisco Threat Response is an exciting innovation and key pillar of our 

integrated security architecture. It automates integrations across Cisco 

Security products and threat intelligence sources, accelerating critical 

security operations functions:  

 

Cisco Security investments deliver more value when products work   

together to save time and manual effort -- especially during         

cyberattacks when time matters most. 

Benefits 

Cisco Threat Response unleashes 

the full power of the Cisco               

Integrated Security Architecture.  

•Out of Box integrations.  

Get more from your Cisco Security  

investments when they are already 

working together. 

•Designed for your SOC. Reduce the 

burden on your other security products 

and make them work better. 

•Save time and effort. Speed cyber 

investigations significantly and take 

corrective action immediately. 

•No additional cost. Get it today with 

integrated Cisco Security product    

licenses. There’s nothing else to buy.  

 

Detection:  Find and confirm the most important threats faster. 

Investigation:  Easily determine where you’re affected and how. 

 
Remediation:  Respond immediately from within Threat Response. 



Next steps: Talk to a Port53 Technologies sale representative about how Cisco Threat Response can help you get 

more value from your Cisco Security investments.  Visit our website to learn more.  

Aggregated Threat         

Intelligence 

Cisco Threat Response integrates threat intelligence 

from Cisco Talos and third-party sources to          

automatically research Indicators of  Compromise 

(IOCs) and confirm threats quickly.  

Automated Enrichment 

Cisco Threat Response adds context from            

integrated Cisco Security products automatically so 

that you know instantly which of your systems 

were targeted and how.  

Intuitive, Interactive       

Visualizations 

Cisco Threat Response shows your results on       

intuitive, configurable graphs and timelines for  

better situational awareness and quick conclusions.  

Incident Tracking 

Cisco Threat Response provides the capability 

you need to collect and store key investigation 

information, and to manage and document your 

progress and findings.  

Cisco Threat Response makes it easy to continue 

deeper investigations into integrated Cisco         

Security products. For example, with one click, 

you’re inside Cisco AMP for Endpoints with         

detailed information on how suspicious files    

traveled through your network. 

Seamless Drill-Down 

Direct Remediation 

Cisco Threat Response lets you to take corrective 

action directly from its interface. Block suspicious 

files, domains, and more — without having to login 

to another product first.  

https://port53tech.com/

